Latent growth curve models with piecewise functions are flexible and useful analytic models for investigating individual behaviors that exhibit distinct phases of development in observed variables. As an extension of this framework, this study considers a piecewise linear-linear latent growth mixture model (LGMM) for describing segmented change of individual behavior over time where the data come from a mixture of two or more unobserved subpopulations (i.e., latent classes). Thus, the focus of this article is to illustrate the practical utility of piecewise linear-linear LGMM and then to demonstrate how this model could be fit as one of many alternatives-including the more conventional LGMMs with functions such as linear and quadratic. To carry out this study, data (N = 214) obtained from a procedural learning task research were used to fit the three alternative LGMMs: (a) a two-class LGMM using a linear function, (b) a two-class LGMM using a quadratic function, and (c) a two-class LGMM using a piecewise linear-linear function, where the time of transition from one phase to another (i.e., knot) is not known a priori, and thus is a parameter to be estimated.
Introduction
A wide variety of longitudinal models are used in social science research, including psychology and education, to understand and analyze how individuals' behavior, attitudes, and interests change over time; to ascertain whether change is greater for one subpopulation than another as a result of a treatment effect; and to determine whether the change process can be predicted from covariates. Several statistical methods have been developed in the past three decades to analyze longitudinal data of this type, including mixed effects models (Laird & Ware, 1982) , multilevel models (Goldstein, 2003) , and latent growth curve models (Meredith & Tisak, 1990 ). This last type will serve as the context for the current work.
Latent Growth Curve Models
Longitudinal models stemming from a factor analysis tradition, latent growth curve (LGC) models are based on the idea that the overall change process over time in observed repeated measurements is described by an underlying latent continuum (Meredith & Tisak, 1990) . In LGC models, the form of the trajectory could be specified a priori or left as a partially parameterized model whose components could be estimated. The LGC model allows one to disentangle the correlational structure of the repeated measures into intra-individual (within-person) variability as well as interindividual (between-person) variability in individual subjects' growth characteristics across time (e.g., Preacher, Wichman, MacCallum, & Briggs, 2008) . A typical application of LGC models specifies a function describing a linear change process often composed of two latent growth factors: (a) an intercept that describes the initial level or status at some temporal reference point and (b) a linear slope of growth that summarizes change over time. These two latent growth factors can be characterized by the mean value of intercept and slope and individual random variation and covariation around these two latent growth components (e.g., Duncan, Duncan, & Strycker, 2006) .
For a fully specified LGC model, the loadings from the intercept factor to each of the repeated measures are fixed to values of 1.0. That is, the intercept factor equally contributes to all repeated measures across all the waves of assessment. For the slope factor, the loadings are either fixed to describe linear change when theory specifies a linear form of growth or, alternatively, a LGC model with an unspecified trajectory (known as the basis model) can be used when theory dictates a single functional form of individual's growth but the functional form is not known a priori (Hancock, Harring, & Lawrence, 2013; Meredith & Tisak, 1990) . In this latter case, the pattern of loadings can be estimated as long as some of the loadings are fixed for model identification purposes and to set the per unit scale for growth. It is also possible to incorporate other functions in an LGC model that describes both linear and nonlinear change processes and a particular model may be chosen on theoretical grounds or via empirical exploration of the data. Furthermore, nonlinear models, including both higher-degree polynomials and intrinsically nonlinear functions, can be specified to capture important curvature in the response variable.
The basic formulation of a LGC model includes two components: (a) a measurement model that connects the observed indicators with the corresponding latent growth factors across time and (b) a structural model that describes the means and variances of latent growth factors. Consider a set of repeated measures of a random variable Y for individual i, where the vector y i = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T i ) 0 is a set of T i responses for individual i on Y. It is assumed that the distribution of y i is multivariate normal. The responses are observed on a set of repeated measurement occasions t i = (1, . . . , T i ) 0 , where T i is the total number of observations for individual i. The subscript i on t i suggests that times of measurement may vary from one person to another, which is very often seen in longitudinal data as a result of dropout, attrition, or by design of the longitudinal study. The general expression of measurement model for y i is the following (see, e.g., Blozis, 2004 ):
where L i is a matrix of factor loadings reflecting the hypothesized underlying growth pattern:
. . .
Furthermore, h i = (h 1i , h 2i , . . . , h Ji ) 0 is a vector of latent growth factors, and e i = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . :, e T i ) 0 is a vector of random errors or residuals that are often assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix Θ i (i.e., e i ;N (0, Θ i )).
In LGC models, it is typically assumed that the functional form describing the overall change process in the repeated measures data is smooth and continuous. However, assuming that a single uninterrupted functional form underlying the overall change process may be unrealistic for applications where data are composed of different growth phases.
Piecewise LGC Models
The piecewise LGC model, an extension of the LGC model, allows the specification of each growth phase to conform to a particular functional form of the overall change process (Chou, Yang, Pentz, & Hser, 2004; Cudeck & Harring, 2010) . For example, in studies of intervention (e.g., early childhood education programs such as Head Start), students may show relatively fast improvement in the postintervention followup period relative to the pre-intervention period (Kreisman, 2003) . The trajectory characterizing the rate of change is then composed of a slower acquisition phase that gives way to a later rapid acquisition phase. Another example where developmental processes are composed of distinct phases is found in reading literature. It has been hypothesized that in the beginning of second grade most students' ability to accurately and automatically decode may increase but then changes to a different, slower rate in the middle of their third grade (Silverman, Speece, Harring, & Ritchey, 2012) . If straight-line change is supposed in each phase, but the constant rate of change is different across phases, piecewise linear-linear LGC models may be used to allow the specification of each growth phase to conform to a particular functional form of the overall change process (Chou et al., 2004; Cudeck & Harring, 2010) .
The piecewise LGC modeling framework provides sufficient flexibility to summarize various functional forms in the different phases of development such that each phase does not have to conform to the same function. For example, a piecewise linear-linear LGC model could be specified when the trajectories in the first developmental stage and the second developmental stage are both linear, or a piecewise quadratic-linear or exponential-linear LGC model could be specified when the trajectory in the first developmental stage has some curvature and the rate of change in the second developmental stage is constant. It is thus possible to specify different kinds of piecewise LGC models depending on the characteristics underlying the data.
An interesting feature of piecewise LGC models is the time point at which the response function transitions from one phase to another, known as the knot (or change point; Cudeck, 1996; Cudeck & Klebe, 2002) . The knot can be known a priori or can be estimated. Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of a generic piecewise LGC model that comprises two different linear growth phases. As shown, the linear pieces in Figure 1 join at the knot; this assumption, however, could be relaxed to allow disjointed functions in the various phases (see, e.g., Cudeck & Codd, 2012) . Formulation of a piecewise linear-linear LGC model for change specifies a separate linear function for each of the two phases of development. The functional form at the jth time point is
where
where h 1i and h 2i refer to the intercept and the slope growth factors of the first phase, respectively, and h 3i and h 4i refer to the intercept and the slope growth factors of the second phase, respectively. When the functions join at the knot, t j = g, then one of the parameters becomes redundant, in this case the intercept of the second phase h 3i and the function can be rewritten (see, e.g., Cudeck & Harring, 2010) as
This fits nicely into the LGC modeling framework. Across n repeated measures for subject i (i = 1, . . . , N ), the function in Equation 3 can be written as a standard LGC model:
where the n 3 p factor loading matrix L is a function of both the time of measurement and the knot, g, and where, following Harring, Cudeck, and du Toit (2006) , the jth row of the factor loading matrix is expressed as
The original regression parameters in Equation 3 have been reparameterized such that This reparameterization is necessary to facilitate estimation of the model in standard structural equation modeling (SEM) software. Growth factors in Equation 5,
0 , are subject-specific parameters thought to be the sum of fixed and random effects, h i = a + z i : The distributions of the random effects, z i , and of the residuals, i , are assumed to be uncorrelated with each other and both are assumed to be multivariate normal, respectively,
where Θ is often parameterized simply (i.e., Θ = s 2 e I) when coupled with random effects, and C denotes the variance-covariance parameters of the random effects.
An assumption inherent to both the LGC model and the piecewise LGC model is that all individuals are drawn from the same population and thus share the same functional form of growth. This assumption is not practical in situations where the data come from a mixture of two or more unobserved subpopulations (i.e., latent classes). For example, using a sample of children with Head Start experience, Kreisman (2003) found that children with two or more years of program participation did not have faster achievement growth, on average, than children with only one year of program participation. The analysis of this type of mixture data requires the expansion of the LGC model (and piecewise LGC model) to include a categorical latent class variable.
Piecewise Linear-Linear Latent Growth Mixture Models
The basic idea behind piecewise linear-linear latent growth mixture models (LGMMs), a special subclass of the LGMMs and the models discussed above, is to combine the piecewise linear-linear LGC model with latent classes. That is, each latent class has its own qualitatively distinct piecewise linear-linear growth trajectory. To elaborate, LGMM is a statistical method that infuses latent classes into the LGC model (Muthén, 2001 (Muthén, , 2002 Muthén & Muthén, 2000; Muthén & Shedden, 1999) . Alternatively, LGMMs are a kind of multivariate normal mixture model that assumes that the continuous observed data in vector y are a mixture of two or more unobserved subpopulation distributions, and where y is assumed to be distributed normally within each latent class with structured mean vector and variancecovariance matrix.
LGMMs allow for the identification of qualitatively distinct growth trajectories of two or more latent classes (Bauer & Curran, 2003) and also allow for the estimation of the probability of membership into each latent class. In sum, the combined use of continuous and categorical latent variables permits individuals to vary around the mean growth curve for their particular class or subgroup where each subgroup has its own model parameter values (Bauer & Curran, 2003; Muthén, 2001; Muthén & Shedden, 1999) .
To formulate a conventional LGMM, suppose that the observed data come from K subpopulations (k = 1, . . ., K), with a latent categorical variable C indicating the latent class membership for individual i, where k designates each latent class and indicates that model parameter values may differ across classes. Assuming conditional independence, the class-specific measurement portion of the model is specified as (see, e.g., Muthén & Shedden, 1999) 
where e i ;N 0, Y ik ð Þ: The specification of Equation 8 is similar to that given for conventional LGC model specified in Equation 1. That is, the vector y i is a set of responses for individual i on a set of repeated measurement occasions t i = (1, . . . , T i ) 0 , where T i is the total number of observations for the individual i; L ik is a matrix of factor loadings; h i is a vector of continuous latent growth factors particular to individual i; and finally, e i is a vector of residuals. A path diagram of a conventional LGMM with four equally spaced time points, a linear trajectory, continuous latent variables (intercept and slope growth factors), and categorical latent class variable, C, is illustrated in Figure 2 . To incorporate a piecewise linear-linear function in the framework of LGMM, consider observed repeated measures data that come from K subpopulations (k = 1, . . ., K), with a latent categorical variable indicating latent class membership for individual i, where k designates each latent class and indicates that model parameter values, including the knot, may differ across classes. Assuming conditional independence, the class-specific measurement portion of the model is specified as
In Equation 9, y ijk is the observed response of individual i at time j; t j represents the time of measurement; h 1ik and h 2ik represent the intercept and the slope growth factors of the first phase, respectively; h 3ik and h 4ik represent the intercept and the slope growth factor of the second phase, respectively; g k represents the location of the knot; and e ijk is the random error or residual that is often assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix Θ ik : It is often assumed that Θ ik is diagonal and that the residuals are independent between measurement occasions with constant variance across time (i.e., Θ ik = s 2 e I n ), although this structure could be replaced by any one of a number of alternative structures as the data warrant. Note that the subscript k in Equation 9 indicates a separate model for each latent class k, thus allowing for heterogeneity within the population. Furthermore, in Equation 9 there is no ''i'' subscript for the knot, g k : This is because in this model it is assumed that the location of unknown knot is fixed to be the same for all subjects within a class, but potentially different across classes.
The target function in Equation 9 contains three linear coefficients and one nonlinear knot,
The intercept of the second phase, h 3ik , is not part of the target function because it can be eliminated based on the constraint imposed by forcing the two linear segments to join at the knot (i.e., h 1ik + h 2ik g = h 3ik + h 4ik g). The decision as to which coefficient to eliminate is completely arbitrary, yet whatever the choice is it must incorporate this restriction. For instance, we can eliminate the intercept of the second phase by substituting the value as follows:
Between-subject heterogeneity is accounted for in the class-specific structural component of the model, which is specified as
where a k is a vector of growth factor means and z ik is a vector of random disturbances in the latent growth factors, h ik , the latter of which is often assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix C k :
The assumptions underlying piecewise linear-linear LGMMs are similar to standard factor analytic models. That is, the residuals are assumed to be uncorrelated with the continuous latent growth factors (i.e., cov( ik , h 0 ik ) = 0). The residuals are also assumed to be uncorrelated with the random disturbances in the latent factors (i.e., cov( ik , z 0 ik ) = 0). Furthermore, the residuals between different subjects are assumed to be uncorrelated (i.e., cov( ik , i 0 k ) = 0 for i 6 ¼ i 0 ).
Model Estimation
The parameterization of the model in Equation 9 cannot be specified directly in an SEM framework in a way that permits the estimation of g k : The difficulty stems from the inability of the existing SEM software packages to incorporate executable programming functions, like if-then statements, in the model set-up. Again, we use the alternative reparameterization like that in Equation 5 for nonmixture piecewise LGC models. This reparameterized piecewise linear-linear LGMM has the same number of estimable parameters as in the original piecewise linear-linear LGMM of Equation 9, but fits within the system employed by many SEM software packages. The alternative parameterization used here was first introduced by Harring et al. (2006) , which circumvents this problem by rewriting the function as a polynomial and uses the nonlinear constraints feature available in any SEM software packages. On convergence, the estimated parameters of the reparameterized piecewise linearlinear LGMM are then transformed back to the original parameters of the piecewise linear-linear LGMM. The practical utility of the piecewise linear-linear LGMM is described in the next section. The following section also demonstrates how this model could be fit as one of many alternative models, such as linear LGMM and quadratic LGMM. Last, we summarize the results obtained from comparing the fit of each of these three types of
LGMMs with different functional forms.
Analysis of Real Data Measuring Performance on a Procedural Task
The real data set used for the analysis was obtained from a learning study 1 in which verbal skill acquisition was assessed from the performance on a procedural task. The task required participants to learn a set of declarative guidelines for evaluating attributes of visual stimuli presented in a series. Response times as well as accuracy scores were tallied for a total of 384 trials. Response times for the task were combined into 12 blocks of 32 trials each. The median time to response was used as the aggregate within a block. For purposes of this article, only data from participants whose average accuracy score across trial blocks was 80% or better were considered. As Blozis (2003) pointed out, this was to diminish the impact of a speed-accuracy trade-off on response time scores. This restriction decreased the original sample of 389 individuals to a subsample of N = 214, which were used in all subsequent analyses. There were no missing data. Figure 3 displays a spaghetti plot of a 15% random sample of individuals.
Based on the spaghetti plot (see Figure 3) , the data evidently show rapid improvement in response time during the early trials followed by a leveling off in response time throughout the later trials. Furthermore, the overall trajectory seems to have an asymptotic behavior. Thus, it is possible that given more trial blocks the trajectory may further continue to level-off, but we do not know it for certain. We only know that the trajectory cannot possibly go to zero. The shape of the trajectory in the early trials and in the later trials appears to be reasonably linear. It also appears from the graph that the mean of the slope in the first phase is larger (more negative) than the mean of the slope in the second phase, which is still negative but smaller in magnitude compared to the first phase. In addition to the appropriateness of the functional form, there appears to be sufficient between-subject heterogeneity as well as withinsubject fluctuations, and as such, the need for incorporating random effects appears to be warranted.
As a first step, a piecewise linear-linear LGC model of the form of Equations 4 and 5 with distributional assumptions in Equation 7 was fitted to the data using Mplus 6.1. The default structure for the random error in Mplus is independent Figure 3 . A 15% random sample of individual trajectories in a spaghetti plot for verbal skill acquisition data set. structure (i.e., the residual variances are assumed to be independent between measurement occasions with constant variance across time). For this analysis, we allowed the variances of the random errors to be freely estimated across time; however, they were assumed to be independent of one another. Maximum likelihood estimates and corresponding standard errors for the piecewise linear-linear LGC model are presented in Table 1 . From Table 1 , it is clear that each parameter is large compared to its standard error and, thus, would be considered statistically significant at the .05 level. Although the growth parameters in Table 1 are on a transformed scale, at first glance it may seem that these are not directly related to the underlying growth of learning. On closer inspection, the significance test of v 3i is intuitively appealing. Recall that v 3i = (h 4i À h 2i ) 2, and thus, the null hypothesis addresses the question of whether or not a two-segmented process is operating or is simply a single linear process (i.e., H 0 : h 4i À h 2i = 0). The knot was estimated to beĝ = 2:272 ½SE(ĝ) = 0:02, which indicates that learning transitions from an initial faster constant rate to a slower steady rate at approximately the second trial block. Finally, the growth factor means in Table 1 could be back transformed to the original-scaled parameters hs following the multivariate delta method (Oehlert, 1992) .
As a second step, the data from the verbal skill acquisition learning study were fit using a two-class LGMM using a piecewise linear-linear function described in Equation 9.
Two-Class Piecewise Linear-Linear LGMM
The measurement model assumed that the two classes have the same residual variance-covariance matrix. Furthermore, it assumed that the residual variance of observed variables were heterogeneous and independent across time, allowing the residuals to be estimated separately for each time point. The model parameters-the means of the intercept growth factor and the slope growth factor in the first phase, the mean of the slope growth factor in the second phase, and the location of the knot-were allowed to be freely estimated across the classes. The other model parameters-the variances of the intercept growth factor and the slope growth factor in the first phase, the variance of the slope growth factor in the second phase, and the growth factor covariances (intercepts and slopes)-were constrained to be equal across the classes. The model was fitted using Mplus 6.1 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998 -2010 , and the estimation procedure employed was MLR (maximum likelihood with robust standard errors) via the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. Mplus code is provided in the appendix to aid in making this model accessible to practitioners. The default number of sets of random starting values was increased to 75 from the original set of 10 with 25 final iterations for each set. The estimated proportion of individuals in Class 1 was 18.69% and in Class 2 81.31%. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for this model was observed as 8457.81. To make sense of the coefficients obtained for Class 1 and Class 2 from fitting the model to the data, the coefficients need to be transformed to the original parameters. As discussed earlier, the transformation uses the multivariate delta method. All of the transformed estimated model parameters were statistically significant at the .05 level. The transformed parameter estimates for the model are given in Table 2 . The knot, indicating the transition from rapid verbal skills acquisition phase to the leveling-off phase, was estimated to occur at trial block = 4.306 in Class 1 and trial block = 2.390 in Class 2. This implies that for individuals in Class 1 the leveling-off stage starts later than for individuals in Class 2. The mean of the intercept growth factor and the mean of the slope growth factor in the first phase were estimated to bê h 11 = 25:173 andĥ 21 = À 3:782, respectively, in Class 1, andĥ 12 = 17:151 and h 22 = À 4:005, respectively, in Class 2. The mean of the slope growth factor in the second phase was estimated to beĥ 41 = À 0:244 andĥ 42 = À 0:177 for Class 1 and Class 2, respectively. This means that, on average, the response time of individuals in Class 1 declined at the rate of 3.782 raw scale score points (on the response time scale) for each trial block until the middle of trial block four and five, after which the response time of individuals declined at a rate of 0.244 per trial block. Similarly, the response time of individuals in Class 2, on average, declined at the rate of 4.005 raw scale score points for each trial block until the middle of trial block two and third, after which the response time of individuals declined at a rate of 0.177 per trial block. Furthermore, the between-subject variability for the intercept of the first phase for Class 1 was estimated to beŝ 2 h 11 = 39:212 and in Class 2 it was estimated to bê s 2 h 12 = 24:631: The between-subject variability for the slope of the first phase for Class 1 and Class 2 was estimated to beŝ 2 h 2i = 2:42, respectively. Likewise, the between-subject variability for the slope in the second phase of Class 1 and Class 2 was estimated to beŝ 2 h 4i = 0:824, respectively. Overall, individuals in Class 1 were more variable in their intercept than those in Class 2. The fitted mean trajectories for each class are depicted in Figure 4 . Graphically, it also appears that the piecewise function fitted the data set quite well across the two classes.
The two-class piecewise linear-linear LGMM also seems to fit better than the piecewise linear-linear LGC model based on the output. The Bootstrapped Likelihood Ratio Test (BLRT 2 ), a test to enumerate the number of classes, was found to be statistically significant (p \ .05), which implies that the model with one less class is rejected in favor of the model estimated. Furthermore, it is possible to fit other kinds of functional forms other than the piecewise function to this data set. One may want to fit other kinds of functional forms, such as quadratic and linear, to explain the phenomenon underlying the data set. Thus, in the following section the results obtained from fitting these two functional forms are shown. The results also include the comparison of these three types of two-class LGMMs with different functional forms. To compare the three models, BIC (Schwarz, 1978) was used as the model selection index. This index has demonstrated great promise in SEM as a number of researchers have explored its use, both for different types of latent variable models under varying conditions of model complexity and misspecification (see, e.g., Cudeck & Browne, 1983; Homburg, 1991; Steiger & Lind, 1980) , and to other conventional fit measures (see, e.g., Haughton, Oud, & Jansen, 1997) . BIC penalizes overparameterized models and adjusts for sample size.
Two-Class Quadratic LGMM
The measurement model assumed that the two classes have the same residual variance-covariance matrix. Furthermore, it assumed that the residual variance of observed variables were heterogeneous and independent across time, allowing the residuals to be estimated separately for each time point. The model parameters-the means of the intercept growth factor, the linear slope growth factor, and the quadratic slope growth factor-were allowed to be freely estimated across the classes. The other model parameters-the variances of the intercept growth factor, the linear slope growth factor, the quadratic slope growth factor, and the growth factor covariances (intercepts, linear slopes, and quadratic slopes)-were constrained to be equal across the classes. The model was fitted using Mplus 6.1, and the estimation procedure employed was MLR. The default number of sets of random starting values was increased to 50 from the original set of 10 with 25 final iterations for each set. The estimated proportion of individuals in Class 1 was 9.35% and in Class 2 90.65%. The BIC for this model was observed as 8878.036, which is larger than the BIC for the two-class piecewise linear-linear LGMM. The results obtained from fitting this model is presented in Table 3 .
Two-Class Linear LGMM
The measurement model assumed that the two classes have the same residual variance-covariance matrix. Furthermore, it assumed that the residual variance of observed variables were heterogeneous and independent across time, allowing the residuals to be estimated separately for each time point. The model parameters-the means of the intercept growth factor and the linear slope growth factor, respectively-were estimated freely across both the classes. The other model parameter-the variance of the slope growth factor-was constrained to be zero across the latent classes. The slope variance was constrained to zero across the classes because the model did not converge when trying to fit the model with free slope variance. However, the variance of the intercept growth factor was estimated freely, but constrained to be equal across the classes. The model was fitted using Mplus 6.1, and the estimation procedure employed was MLR. The default number of sets of random starting values was increased to 50 from the original set of 10 with 25 final iterations for each set.
The estimated proportion of individuals in Class 1 was 19.63% and in Class 2 80.37%. The BIC for this model was observed as 14592.457, which is considerably larger than the BIC for both the piecewise and the quadratic LGMMs. The results obtained from fitting this model are presented in Table 4 .
In sum, the piecewise linear-linear LGMM fits the data best among all the four models considered based on the model selection criterion, BIC. These results align with the underlying phenomenon that was being modeled in this study. In other words, it was evident (based on Figure 3 ) that the data showed rapid improvement in response time during the early trials followed by a leveling off in response time throughout the later trials.
Discussion
The objective of this study was to demonstrate the benefit of the piecewise linearlinear LGMM and illustrate how this model could be fit as one of many alternatives-including more conventional LGMMs with functions, such as linear and quadratic. Piecewise linear-linear LGMM is a useful and flexible model in the areas of educational and developmental research. In education, for example, researchers' interest is often centered on student academic progress or changes in attitude and affect; as such they might be interested in studying the effectiveness of treatment/intervention on students' academic progress where the population of students is composed of two or more latent groups. The advantage of employing the piecewise linear-linear LGMM for studying the pattern of change is that it allows researchers to specify each developmental phase to conform to a particular form of the overall change process within each latent class. Moreover, the coefficients obtained from fitting this model have meaningful interpretation in the context of research questions of a study. This is not the case when interpreting the coefficients obtained from fitting polynomial functions, such as the quadratic and cubic. An evident limitation of fitting this model in standard SEM statistical software is that it requires reparameterization to be able to handle both nonlinear functions and mixtures. It is possible that the transformation from one form of the model to the other may result in slight loss of model fit. However, to make this model more applicable to a wider audience this was an informed decision. Note that the other estimation methods like Bayesian or direct maximization within a marginal maximum likelihood framework (possible in NLMIXED in SAS) can also be used to fit piecewise linear-linear LGMMs and that these methods do not require the transformations. Hence, further methodological work is required in this area where a small simulation study is conducted to determine how well the model performs under varying manipulated conditions and the extent of loss of fit due to transformation. !t1-t12*(2); MODEL CONSTRAINT: NEW(gam1*2 gam2*3 b11 b21 b41 b12 b22 b42); !v1 . 0; !v2 . 0; !v3 . 0; !v4 . 0; !v5 . 0; !v6 . 0; p1 = (sqrt((0-gam1)^2)); p2 = (sqrt((1-gam1)^2)); p3 = (sqrt((2-gam1)^2)); p4 = (sqrt((3-gam1)^2)); p5 = (sqrt((4-gam1)^2)); p6 = (sqrt((5-gam1)^2)); p7 = (sqrt((6-gam1)^2)); p8 = (sqrt((7-gam1)^2)); p9 = (sqrt((8-gam1)^2)); p10 = (sqrt((9-gam1)^2)); p11 = (sqrt((10-gam1)^2)); p12 = (sqrt((11-gam1)^2)); q1 = (sqrt((0-gam2)^2)); q2 = (sqrt((1-gam2)^2)); q3 = (sqrt((2-gam2)^2)); q4 = (sqrt((3-gam2)^2)); q5 = (sqrt((4-gam2)^2)); q6 = (sqrt((5-gam2)^2)); q7 = (sqrt((6-gam2)^2)); q8 = (sqrt((7-gam2)^2)); q9 = (sqrt((8-gam2)^2)); q10 = (sqrt((9-gam2)^2)); q11 = (sqrt((10-gam2)^2)); q12 = (sqrt((11-gam2)^2)); b11=mw11 + mw31*gam1; b21=mw21-mw31; b41=mw21 + mw31; b12=mw12 + mw32*gam2; b22=mw22-mw32; b42=mw22 + mw32; OUTPUT: TECH1 TECH4 TECH13 TECH14; SAVEDATA: FILE = '2-Class_Piecewise_LGMM_Est_ClassMembership.dat'; FORMAT IS F8.2; SAVE = CPROBABILITIES;
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